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History was made on 2nd March 2019, when IEEE Industry Applications Society CET 

chapter was inaugurated by Chief guest Dr.Vassilios G Agelidis, Fellow IEEE and Prof. 

University of Denmark, Prof. Biju K, Secretary IEEE IAS Kerala Section, in the presence 

of Dr VR Jisha, former Vice Chair, IEEE Robotics and Automation Society, Kerala 

Section and Dr Sreejaya, Staff Advsior, Power and Energy Society, student branch CET. 
 

 
The function began with a welcome speech by the chapter councilor Dr. V R Jisha 

Professor, Dept of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, CET. She welcomed 

Dr.Vassilios G Agelidis, Fellow IEEE and Prof. University of Denmark, Prof. Biju K, 

Secretary IEEE IAS Kerala Section, in the presence of Dr VR Jisha, former Vice Chair, 

IEEE Robotics and Automation Society, Kerala Section,Dr Sreejaya, Staff Advsior, 

Power and Energy Society, student branch CET,the faculty members and the students to 

the occasion. 



 
 

Then Dr Sreejaya, Professor, Dept of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, CET 

delivered the presidential address. Dr Sreejaya took pride in being associated with IEEE 

and extended her support to IEEE IAS CET chapter. She encouraged the chapter to 

conduct activities, workshops and contests that would reach out to the students and bring 

out the best in them. 

 

Then arrived the auspicious time to formally inaugurate the IEEE Industrial Applications 

Society CET chapter. The chief guest Dr.Vassilios G Agelidis was called upon to the dias 

to do the honours. The inauguration was officially done by lighting the ceremonial lamp 

by the chief guest and other dignitaries. Dr.Vassilios G Agelidis briefed the gathering 

about the significance and achievements of the IEEE Industrial Applications Society and 

its relevance to the student community in the modern times. He wished IEEE Industrial 

Applications Society CET chapter the very best in all its endeavors. 
 

 

It was followed by a talk by Dr.Vassilios G Agelidis. In the session he talked about 

power electronics, energy resources and shared his areas of interest. He told the gathering 

about the energy efficient technologies that are being used in Denmark. The lecture was 

followed by an interactive session with Dr.Vassilios G Agelidis, where in students could 

share their ideas with him as well as ask their queries. 



 
 

After that, Prof. Biju K, Secretary IEEE IAS Kerala Section was invited to address the 

gathering. He congratulated the student branch for their initiative. He promised the full 

support to IEEE Industrial Applications Society, in the way ahead. He then went on to 

talk about IEEE Industrial Application Society and how we can benefit from being a part 

of this group. His inspirational and thoughtful words were greeted by loud applauses 

from the assembled crowd. 
 

The session concluded with Mr.Hamraz Samad extending the vote of thanks and also by 

presenting a memento to Dr.Vassilios G Agelidis by Dr.Sreejaya. 
 



 


